
CLASSIC LOAVES
It’s no accident that the word ‘love’ is baked 
right into the word ‘loaves’. Because with our 
bread, you’ll experience love at first bite.

We make delicious buns that are perfect for 
holding other delicious things. Our buns have 
a hearty but smooth texture and are ready for 
anything you’ve got cooking.

Bigger is definitely better here. This vegan, 
allergy-friendly, Non-GMO Project Verified 
bread can handle any sandwich you can 
dream up.

We crafted a gluten-free bagel that proudly lives up 
to our commitment to giving you baked goods that 
aren’t just good for gluten-free, they’re good, period. 

Stock up for a DIY topping spree and make your pizza dreams come true. 
Our artisan-style pizza crusts deliver a delicious choice of subtle, doughy 
original, or crisp, thin-crust.
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The joy of the 
real thing, 

totally
Plant-based +
gluten-free

Make better burgers with delicious, gluten-free 
burger buns! These super soft buns are the 
perfect start to any burger on your menu.

HAMBURGER BUNSNEW

Your gluten-free customers deserve all the 
taste and softness of the real thing - and the 
substance to handle all the fixings that make  
a hoagie sandwich worthy of your menu. 

HOAGIE ROLLSNEW
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We’re the little bakery with big ambitions. We know gluten-free options can 
be difficult to find, especially for celiacs, people with wheat sensitivities, 
plant-based diets and those with healthier lifestyle choices in mind. 

Your best-selling loaves should be satisfying, delicious, and suit many diets. That’s why 
we craft our recipes using a small list of the best gluten-free and allergy-friendly ingredients. 
The result is a line of exceptional breads and buns that are soft and smooth or lightly textured 
with healthy seeds for added crunch.  

Easy to enjoy fresh or toasted, our breads and buns taste like the real thing and are ready to 
go from breakfast to dinner and BBQ to road trip anytime. We know the better the taste, the 
easier it is to share.

all tasTe, no gluTen
HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS

■  keep frozen

■  remove product from box

■  thaw at room temperature for 8-10 hours

■  do not refrigerate

■  shelf life is 9 days once thawed

■  pizza crust keep frozen until use

Product UPC# DOT # Case/Pack Usable Count/Case

PIZZA CRUSTS

Original 10” Pizza Crust 1067-152147-1388 (GTIN) 704188 12/10.6 oz 12

Original 12” Pizza Crust 1067-152147-1401 (GTIN) 704189 12/14.8 oz 12

Thin 10” Pizza Crust 1067-152147-1371 (GTIN) 704190 12/7.4 oz 12

Thin 12” Pizza Crust 1067-152147-1395 (GTIN) 704187 12/10.6 oz 12

BAGELS

Everything Bagels 6-71521-47132-9 704185 6/4 count 24

Blueberry Bagels 6-71521-47133-6 704183 6/4 count 24

Cinnamon & Raisin Bagels 6-71521-47134-3 704184 6/4 count 24

Plain Bagels 6-71521-47131-2 704186 6/4 count 24

DINNER ROLLS

Classic Dinner Rolls 6-71521-47141-1 712668 8/6 count 48

WIDE SLICE BREADS

White Wide Slice Bread 6-71521-41040-3 673475 8/20 oz 112 slices

Whole Grain Wide Slice Bread 66-71521-41050-2 673476 8/20 oz 112 slices

CLASSIC BREADS

Millet & Chia Bread 6-71521-40010-7 638302 6/16 oz 84 slices

Seeds & Grains Bread 6-71521-40020-6 638303 6/17 oz 84 slices

Cinnamon & Raisin Bread 6-71521-40030-5 638300 6/17 oz 84 slices

BUNS

Hamburger Buns (4 Pack) 6-71521-47142-8 722797 6/4 count 24

Hoagie Rolls (4 Pack) 6-71521-47143-5 728445 4/4 count 16

Millet & Chia Hamburger Buns (4 Pack) 6-71521-40120-3 638301 6/4 count 24

Millet & Chia Hot Dog Buns (4 Pack) 6-71521-47130-5 660130 6/4 count 24

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Laura Rankin
360 325 2758 

lrankin@silverhillsbakery.com


